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Primary 6 Visit Maggie’s Cancer Care Centre

In this issue . . . . . . .

On Friday 11th December P6 pupils supported the
Maggie’s Cancer Care Centre by giving guests a
special carol performance at their annual Christmas
party. Again this event was a huge success spreading
a wealth of festive cheer. Special thanks must go to
the parents who chaperoned pupils on this occasion.
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Last December Primary 4 had to organise a
Christmas post for the primary school. We are
the Recorder Group, our names are Murray,
Carys, Rayaan, Kerry and Naomi.
Our job was to take photos of the class as they
worked and write this article. The rest of the
class was split into 5 other groups: delivery
group, information group, finance group,
advertising group and product selection group.
Each group had a different job to do so the
Christmas post ran smoothly.
The lucky winners who had their designs made
into stamps were Logan Armstrong, Emma
Gibson, Briony Wood and Rebecca Forrester.
First we had to organise a sorting office. Next
we sold lots of stamps to the girls and boys. We
then had 3 post boxes to empty each day and
lots of Christmas cards to sort and
deliver to the classrooms.
We found all of this hard work, but great fun. In
fact we raised the amazing total of £257.11 for
the primary charity. This was the highest
amount ever raised by Primary 4.
A pat on the back for all our efforts!
Written by Murray MacDonald, Carys Evans,
Rayaan Melloul, Kerry Docherty and Naomi
Stewart.
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Physical Education and Sport
One of the emerging successes in the PE department this year is the extension of the
Young Ambassadors programme to include pupils from S3 and S5.

Peter Henderson S3
Athletics 100m
Shot Putt
Rugby

Adie Murray S3
Athletics 800m
Cross Country
Hockey

Eva Kenny S3
Athletics 1500m
Cross Country
Hockey
Kirsty MacDonald S5
Tennis

Lewis Costello S6
Athletics
Rugby

Ross Kant S6
Football

Jenny MacDonald S6
Football
Hockey
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The remit of our Young Ambassadors is to be role models for
an active lifestyle; to encourage fellow pupils to stay active to
meet the health target of one hour of physical activity every
day; to organise additional activities to increase participation;
and to support staff at existing
events.
To date the Ambassadors have
arranged and led lunchtime activities
four days each week and organised a
very successful ‘Christmas Cup’,
pictured here.
Other pupils are also being given
additional opportunities for leadership experience as we work
toward achieving our gold School Sport Award. House Captains are working with PE staff to help gather evidence of all
the many Physical Education and sporting activities that are
available to our pupils.

Last term was relatively quiet for major sporting events, but nonetheless saw many
weekly contests played out on rugby, hockey and football pitches. Pupils and coaches
have been making an extra effort to immortalise their performances through regular
match reports, which can be enjoyed on the sports blog.
Term 3 will, as ever, prove to be extremely busy (and, we hope, successful!) with
teams competing in Glasgow Schools cross country, Scottish Schools Indoor track
and Field and Scottish Schools cross country and Scottish Schools Swimming championships. In preparation, our inter-house cross-country championships take place for
P6-S3 pupils at the end of January. February is also the season of plentiful hockey
tournaments which usually provide us with plenty of dramatic results. Our S1 football
team have had a very good run of matches and will shortly play in the 4th round of
the Scottish Cup against Cumnock Academy.
These, and other sports events, should make for an exciting term!
If the recent performance of the girls’ tennis team is indicative of things to come, we
should have a very successful term. The girls had a very comfortable win over
Uddingston Grammar in the Scottish Cup with all our girls making their mark, but
most notably, a 6-0, 6-0 win for Kirsty Macdonald in just 21 minutes. The girls go on
to play High School next in what should be a challenging match.
Mr Brownlee
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Outlook Expeditions trip to Peru 2016

Preparations for the Outlook Expeditions trip to Peru this summer are progressing
well. The twenty-nine strong team of students are busily working toward their
fundraising target and will be spending a weekend around Easter camping and
hillwalking at Comrie in Perthshire to learn and refine the necessary skills for
their expedition. We won’t have mosquitos in Perthshire, but the midges will no
doubt provide a suitable alternative!
Mr Brownlee
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